Abstract: This essay analyzes Big History as a movement, one that has been evolving from individuals and small groups of people working independently to a scholarly community and a set of institutions no longer dependent on founding individuals. The essay uses theoretical models to do so, notably movement cultures in politics and Thomas
The conversion narrative is an autobiographical genre familiar to scholars of religious history. The genre is characterized by stories of awakening, enlightenment, and wonder, of being lost and then now found, and setting on a new path, often with a mission. The story is a form of witness to others, in solidarity with others who have seen the light, and as inspiration for those who have not yet seen it. The road to awakening can be long and gradual or come in an instant, in a road to Damascus encounter. Such stories are essential to the coherence and growth of movements. Big Historians often tell loosely similar kinds of stories of their intellectual awakening in discovering Big History, setting them on new scholarly or teaching paths or new forms of activism. The IBHA Newsletter, now Origins, has regularly included such narratives. another book related to world history, the algorithms of Amazon rather than an itinerant Big History evangelist telling me that I might be interested in the book. 2 I was. Maps of Time helped me to conceptualize with a new clarity my own loosely held ideas about how human history related to evolutionary history and how my own discipline of history might relate to disciplines that study the deep past. When the International Big History Association came to Grand Rapids in 2012 for its inaugural conference, I decided to explore Big History as a discipline, a community, and a growing set of institutions. I also started incorporating elements of Big History into my classes.
This essay explores whether the field of Big History, as a field of study, is a movement culture. The essay is meant to be both impartial, in exploring what Big History is, and reflexive, in spurring practitioners to reflect on what they are doing as Journal of Big History Big Historians and why. By movement culture, I mean evolution from individuals and small groups of people working independently or in loose conversation to a self-conscious community and a set of institutions no longer so dependent on founding individuals. The essay also uses Thomas Kuhn's idea of paradigm shifts and makes comparisons to political movements and early modern networks of letter writers. It explores how Big Historians tell stories, of humanity's place in the universe and of their discovery of Big History. Finally, it compares Big History to related genres that explore the past on a large scale. Big History has matured enough as a community and set of institutions where a diversity of goals and vision in the movement are leading to factions and even conflict, tensions familiar to intellectual movements that seek a secure, respected place in the academy and aspire to influence more widely in society.
Movement Cultures
Thomas Kuhn's "paradigm shift" explanation for scientific revolutions is best known for the epistemological questions it raises. "Kuhn argued that each scientific field is organized around an overarching, or paradigmatic, theory. In normal, everyday science the social networks and community experiences of scientists in laboratories and professional associations help reinforce the dominant paradigm. Sealed off in their enclaves, scientists routinely try to explain away any anomalies that their research might turn up. Only when forced by mounting evidence to confront these anomalies will some scientists . . . make a sudden mental shift which permits them to break with normal science." 3 In represent, then? It is not a revolution in a specific scientific discipline, as described by Kuhn. It is a narrative and analytical synthesis of the work of today's "normal science" in disciplines across many fields, from the natural sciences to the social sciences and humanities. Big history's synthetic impulse is counter-cultural in an intellectual world dominated by disciplinary specialization and a social culture characterized by fracture. 5 But Kuhn's core idea is still valuable here. What is the appeal of big synthesis today, for some people, and why do disciplinary silos seem unsatisfying to them? Big History is an intellectual and cultural insurgency in its synthetic ambition and in seeking to influence not only academia, but also public discussion of issues related to science and society and elementary, middle, and high school curricula. The next section of the paper will explore these issues in more detail. This rest of this section briefly focuses on practical side of Kuhn's paradigm shift model: how new movements evolve institutionally.
One helpful model for thinking about such evolution is Lawrence Goodwyn's notion of a movement culture. A movement culture is not just an alternative way of thinking or living, different from the mainstream; it is oppositional. That is, it seeks to transform a received culture. Goodwyn pointed to "the sequential process of democratic movement-building, in the creation of new institutions ("movement forming"), new means to attract masses of people ("movement recruiting"), successful cultural formation ("movement educating"), and influence on society ("movement politicized").
6 The first three of these apply readily 10 Websites such as Metanexus, The Great Story, Center for the Story of the Universe, and the Big History Project come to mind, as do groups on Facebook and videos on YouTube, Vimeo, and the TED website. As with the Republic of Letters and Great Awakening, Big History's networks include scholars, popularizers, and patrons reaching out to diverse audiences, from intellectuals, to children, to religious seekers.
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As movement cultures grow, they tend to both formalize and diversify, sometimes maintaining a "big tent" unity, albeit with tensions, sometimes falling into factions and boundary setting, institutionally and intellectually.
12 Such divisions often involve negotiating the boundary between elite and popular expressions of the movement. They also stem from significant intellectual and cultural differences or distinct goals, particularly tensions between strategic compromises with the received culture and oppositional radicalism.
Big History as a Movement Culture
The received culture addressed by Big History is a specialized, sub-divided, siloed, even "fractured" intellectual culture, characteristic of both academia and society at large today. The revolution promoted by Big History is a new way to integrate knowledge, a "great story" based on science that not only provides a scholarly synthesis across the disciplines, but also a "modern mythology" that can help people to understand their world and their place in the universe and motivate them to address global problems.
The mythic element in Big History is evident in the way individuals make it part of their own stories and vocations. "I had spent my entire career as a student and a teacher thinking of knowledge as needing to be carved up into bite sized, easily digestible and deliverable pieces," explained Tracy Sullivan in the IBHA Newsletter in 2012. "Big History has shown me the immense power of the interaction of knowledge across the largest scales and the broadest array of disciplines. Paradoxically, by defining this landscape of understanding in the largest possible frame Big History has led to me no longer feel overwhelmed and lost." This is what myth-histories do-provide narrative order to the fragmented pieces of the past, present, and future (whether empiricallybased or fictional). "I am now inspired and excited to engage with a narrative and theoretical structure that is simple enough to guide my inquiry yet complex enough to allow for continued investigation, learning and discovery," Sullivan went on to say. "The beauty of this subtle balance between 'simplicity' and 'complexity' is that Big History becomes accessible to those at all levels of the educational spectrum from primary school through to academic Volume II Number 1 Spring 2018 researchers." 13 Sullivan's short autobiographical essay effectively summarized how Big History is both a narrative synthesis, with mythic resonances, and an interdisciplinary scholarly field, perhaps best compared to "area studies" programs, its "area" encompassing the entire planet and universe.
Sullivan also explained how the institutions associated with Big History connected her personal transformation to a larger community. "During the IBHA conference I was struck by how often the words 'awe' and 'wonder' were used. Not about subject matter alone, but how Big History has a transformative power on the way people experience and understand the world and environments around them," Sullivan said. She wants this for her students. "Having a sense of being part of something far greater than oneself, and an understanding of what an astoundingly beautiful, fragile and volatile 'something' that is, changes the way we perceive ourselves and our environments. intersection of personal religious commitments and studying religious history. Autobiographical reflection also is common in the context of African American studies, women's studies, and LGBTQ+ scholarship. 16 The common denominator in these examples seems to be (1) new, still marginal fields of scholarship securing their place in academia; and (2) fields of study with close ties to social and political movements. In these cases, we can see how the personal is political, to use a familiar feminist trope, and how the intellectual is personal. We also can see negotiation of boundaries, as fields of study become more mainstream.
Boundary conversations took place at the IBHA conference in California in 2014 and more have followed in Origins since then. Four scholars published a letter entitled "Is the IBHA at a Crossroads?" They addressed concerns about speakers at some panels "using Big History as a platform to promote personal 'spiritual' agendas," where the lines between "science" and "interpretation," and "facts" and attributed "meaning," were transgressed. They also noted the "screening of Journey of the Universe," a Journal of Big History documentary film by Brian Swimme: "For some, it expressed the anthropic notion that the universe has a larger purpose; and tells a 'story.' For others, the narrative seemed to express a 'naive, romantic view' with a 'spiritual' interpretation." The discussion that followed revealed a "split" between "scientists" and "spiritualists." 17 One might quibble about the details of this account. Scientists can also be spiritualists, after all. And the line between "facts" and "interpretation" is blurry in science (as in other fields), according to the consensus of scholars in the history, sociology, and philosophy of science.
18 But the letter writers were quite right in what is at stake. Should the IBHA pursue an inclusive or exclusive path? "An inclusive approach would offer a wide variety of insights and the creativity necessary for a young organization and discipline to grow," they noted. "The downside, however, is that the lack of scholarly rigor is likely to dissuade scientific researchers from participating and would undermine the credibility of the association and the discipline. Exclusion, on the other hand, implies the risk of creating an isolated, homogenous, and a somewhat detached research environment that may suffer from confirmation bias and inbred development." The authors suggested that the IBHA offer two tracks, one with a rigorous peer-reviewed process for academic papers and one for spiritual "interpretation."
19 This dual approach leaves room for a big tent, though it clearly sees the core of Big History as scientific and could be viewed as trying to quarantine the spiritual track so that those uninterested in it can easily avoid it. Crossroads?" 20-21. Fred Spier implicitly affirmed these concerns, in a response, noting that this issue has been discussed since the 2012 IBHA conference; see Spier, "Reply to: Is the IBHA at a Crossroads?" Origins IV:10 (2014), 22 The process of proposing academic papers/panels for the 2016 conference followed the suggestions of the letter writers, at least loosely.
Imogene Drummond pushed in the opposite direction in "A Visionary, Transformative, Diverse IBHA," published in the same issue. She opposed the creation of two Big History organizations and urged the IBHA to expand its "identity or mission statement to include three core concepts: Macro, Transformative, Visionary." Macro approaches to Big History, in her conception, are about cooperative cultural thinking that will allow humanity to flourish. Transformative approaches focus on education and popularization outside scholarly circles, in school curricula and the arts. The Visionary emphasis is about new concepts and ideas to link knowledge across disciplines. All these are equally and rightfully part of Big History, she argues.
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The "scientific," metaphysical, and moral cannot easily be separated, the letter writers and Drummond seem to agree. The question is how to have productive conversations about them. Big History does not require a monolithic worldview and much of its work is empirical. 21 Nevertheless, all Big History work involves non-empirical worldview assumptions, including the scholarship of Big Historian scholars who work in the sciences. Philosophical, aesthetic, and even theological conceptions are embedded in core big history concepts (e.g., complexity and emergence).
22 The "mapping" that Big Historians Comparisons Some wisdom for how the IBHA and Big Historians should address boundary issues can be found in comparing Big History to related fields of study. The closest of these fields are deep history, evolutionary history, and ecological economics. All of these are multi-disciplinary, like Big History, though all limit their scale to the period since the emergence of early humans. Deep history integrates the study of early humans ("prehistory") and postNeolithic history, areas of work normally done separately, to see how they can illuminate each other-in areas such as family life, community formation, food cultures, religious expression, and communication. Evolutionary history examines the co-evolution of humans (and human societies) and other species. 26 Ecological economics analyzes the co-evolution of human political economies and natural ecosystems, with an eye to sustainability. Exploring the histories of ecological collapse and the recovery of civilizations, ecological economics can help us understand and address twenty-first century problems of sustainability. Ecological economics straddles the boundary between academic institutions and think tanks, and this field is much more "applied" in its scholarly goals than Big History. 27 Compared to Big History, these fields are strictly scholarly and technical. They do not aspire to a scientific universal history, to reshape high school and university curricula, or to serve as a "modern mythology." Because these fields are narrower, they do not have the boundary issues addressed in this essay, around morals, meaning, philosophy, theology, and spirituality. Nor do they have the popular influence that Big History has achieved in recent years. They are not movement cultures seeking wider public influence or to transform elementary, middle, and high school curricula.
In Big History's aspiration to shape school curricula, especially through the Big History Project, a useful comparison is survey courses in Western Civilization and world history in high school, colleges, and universities. In all three cases, an essential goal has been to shape citizens, in the interest of shared identities and the knowledge, values, and thinking skills needed to be thoughtful citizens of their nations and the world. Simplifying, Western Civilization courses emerged in North America in 1920s and 1930s, in the wake of World War I and the crises that led to World War II, as educators asserted the need for students to understand their place not just in their nation but the larger world. That larger world was defined by Western Europe, the presumed "mainstream" of human progress in history. In the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, civil rights movements, immigration to North America and Europe from the Global South, Smail, eds., Deep History: The Architecture of Past and Present (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012) . 27 For an example of work in this area, see Costanza, Graumlich, and Steffen, eds., Sustainability or Collapse. and globalization led to world history courses replacing Western Civilization courses. Educators recognized that "the West" was only part of the larger world, not its mainstream, and that migration and globalization were transforming North America and Western Europe. 28 Big History has done the same in the past decade or so, as issues such nuclear war, global sustainability, and climate change-the "Anthropocene"-indicate that world history needs to be expanded by placing the history of our species in the context of planetary and cosmic history.
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In all three cases, boundary issues have been central. How should "scholars" in universities work with "teachers" in middle and high schools? How do ideals of objectivity and studying the past for its own sake fit with "civilizational" goals and the emergence of mammals as a dominant class of species. It also includes cultural contingencies, such as the human harnessing of fossil fuels that led to the Anthropocene and to humanity playing a driving force in the planet's evolution. 31 Narration is essential for explanation of specific occurrences and non-replicable instances of cause and effect, as opposed to recurring types that can be modeled and predicted. These narratives are explanatory, not merely descriptive. Like scientific theories they create intellectual order. Narratives "grasp together" causes and effects and series of events into larger wholes, as in the American Revolution, Industrial Revolution, or Anthropocene. 32 General laws and narratives explain different kinds of things and neither alone is adequate for Big History. My own view is that Big History does not just involve narrative, and necessarily so, but that it is primarily a narrative. Theoretical categories such as complexity, bottlenecks, and thresholds are cyclical narrative markers, as forms of explanation, more than markers of natural laws. To say this is not to identify a weakness in Big History, but to point to its nature.
Here is where Big History can make significant contributions to the humanities and the sciences:
highlighting the role of narrative in science. This role is not simply a matter of telling a story about work done in the sciences; narrative is part of the work of doing science, particularly evolutionary science. One of the boundary issues in Big History has been whether Big History is a "science" or "storytelling," some members of the IBHA noting that storytelling is not respected in their field of study. It is "mere" storytelling, the implication is, as opposed to real explanation, which involves universal laws and prediction of cause and effect.
33 One of the roles big history can play-along with evolutionary history, deep history, and ecological economics-is to help scientists see the explanatory role of narrative in their work and to make historians more comfortable with the role of science and its theoretical models in their work.
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Conclusions
Is Big History a movement culture? This question can be answered both objectively and prescriptively. In my judgment, empirically, Big History acts like a movement culture. Its synthetic, "modern mythology" impulse has been counter-cultural in an intellectual world dominated by disciplinary specialization, and it is seeking to transform not just the work of scholars but school curricula and popular intellectual culture. But this movement culture quality is in tension with Big Historians trying to fit into the frameworks of normal disciplinary science. What should Big History be? Big History is most likely to have a significant intellectual impact if it embraces its "big tent" nature as an integrative narrative of universal history and finds equitable, intellectually accountable ways to manage the diverse impulses that its supporters bring to the IBHA. Its intellectual power rests precisely in the way its scope entails worldview questions, brings together academic and non-academic participants, pursues academic and non-academic goals, and puts in conversation modes of explanation from the sciences and humanities. Without the very things that have caused discomfort and tension at its conferences, and lead to creative, invigorating conversations in Origins, Big History is likely to be no more than a small academic voice among many other large-scale approaches to the past, perhaps the smallest among them, as deep history and ecological economics are narrower in their academic scope and fit the disciplinary specialization that characterizes mainstream academic work. That is to say, other "big" approaches to the past are less intellectually unruly and less interesting, precisely because they mostly involve scholars talking to themselves, and a narrow range of scholars at that. Only Big History has the narrative audacity to shape school, college, and university curriculum in a broad way.
